Revolutionizing the Power Chair Experience
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Quantum Rehab® is taking the "bad day" out of the power chair one chair at a time. As a global innovator we are creating a product that offers confidence and stability elevated at the speed of life. Our state-of-the-art facility has a robust team of experienced technicians who custom build each chair specifically to the individual consumer’s needs.

QUANTUM EXPERIENCES, PROUDLY MADE IN AMERICA
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Interactive Assist provides a direct, real-time connection from your power chair’s electronics to a provider’s programming station. The connection provides the technician with full system and diagnostic information along with tools, such as a real-time mirror image of the power chair’s electronics display.

Screen Mirroring
Real-time Monitoring
Efficiency Improvements
Troubleshooting
Battery Management
Diagnostic History
Basic Programming
Remote Access
Change Log History
Saving XPA Files
Motor Usage History
Text Chatting
Programming IR Menu
Access to Bluetooth
Features
Dealers-to-Dealers Programming Access

Interactive Assist can be used with the Q-Logic 3 Advanced Drive Control System. Download the app today.
The Edge 3 offers SRS (Smooth Ride Suspension), which provides a smooth, comfortable ride and advanced stability. Optional iLevel® is available at 4.5 mph with up to 12” of power adjustable seat height.

COLORS

- Cherry Bomb
- Blue Jean
- Lemon Crush
- Raspberry Blast
- Evolution Orange
- Sugar Plum

FEATURES

- USB Charger
- Front/Rear LED Fender Lights
- Color Wheel Accents

*See website for a complete list of color options.

“I am so much easier now that I can reach things. I can’t imagine my life without my iLevel.”

STEPHANIE
Rochester, NY
I love the 4Front! The suspension system is the best I’ve experienced!™

CHRISTIAN Scranton, PA

The 4Front® is a front-wheel drive power chair that features automotive-grade suspension with unprecedented comfort and ride quality.

**COLORS**
- Red Corvette
- Lime Light
- Pretty in Pink
- Silver Bullet
- Orange Crush
- Night Train

* See website for a complete list of color options.

**FEATURES**
- CASE (Caster Angle Sensor Encoder) Technology
- Front/Rear LED Fender Lights
- Color Wheel Accents

4FRONT®

ELECTRIC BLUE

SHROUD COLOR

STEALTH PRODUCTS®
CUSHION WITH COOLCORE® TECHNOLOGY

15" SAFE SEAT ELEVATION
AT UP TO 3.2 MPH

AUTOMOTIVE-GRADE SRS
(SMOOTH RIDE SUSPENSION)

17 COLORS
INCLUDING HYDROGRAPHICS

Q-LOGIC 3 ADVANCED DRIVE CONTROLS WITH BLUETOOTH™
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Stealth Products® Cushions feature patented Coolcore® Technology, a chemical-free, 4-way stretch material that offers moisture wicking, moisture transportation, and moisture-evaporation properties. Our cushions also use a color guide that identifies the suggested HCPCS code and function family by a unique patch.

The ADI Q-Back, available on TRU-Balance® 3 Seating Systems, is offered in three configurations: Active Contour, Deep Contour, and Extra Deep Contour.

CUSHION FEATURES

- Convenient built-in side/front pouches
- Exclusive CoolCore® technology
- Easy-pull rubber loop zipper handles

CUSHION COLOR CODES

- General Use
- Skin Protection
- Positioning Skin Protection & Positioning
- Adjustable Skin Protection
- Adjustable Skin Protection & Positioning
- Custom

BACKS

- Active Contour ADI Q-Back
- Deep Contour ADI Q-Back
- Extra Deep Contour ADI Q-Back

CUSHIONS

- Simplicity S*
- Glacial SP
- Spectrum Gel SPP
- Spectrum Foam SPP
- Essence SPP / Essence Plus**
- Solution SPP

* Not available with CoolCore® Technology
** Essence Plus is only available for the International Market
The i-Drive® control system offers up to six input devices. The system includes software that can display real-time diagnostics data, such as the desired direction of motion, to help setup and verify configuration.

i-Fit positioning supports are a result of Stealth’s many years of experience in clinical seating and positioning, with close attention to the smallest detail of sizing, features and clinical benefits.